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The article, published on October 18, 1979, in Uusi Suomi, discusses how the USA has started using computers to
train their Olympic athletes. The US Olympic Committee is using a motion study method developed by Dr. Gideon
Ariel, 40, to enhance the performance of their athletes. The method, which involves the use of computers, is
believed to revolutionize coaching in the future and also reduce the misuse of drugs in training. Ariel's computer-
based coaching is not new. He has been developing his computer system for seven years and has spent
thousands of hours behind the screen to make the computer a useful tool for sports coaching and equipment
development. Ariel's system is based on films taken at a speed of 10,000 images per second. The computer
calculates values instantly, corrects the athlete's mistakes if necessary, and makes a technically perfect
performance for him. Ariel believes that the computer tells what the eye cannot see. The computer has no feelings
or old habits and cannot lie. Ariel has tested his system with various athletes, including former discus world record
holder Mac Wilkins and four-time Olympic discus champion Al Oerter. Ariel's system is expected to be used by all
athletes preparing for the Lake Placid and Moscow Olympics.
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